
Library SAC

Integration Year Plan and Report 2021-2022 for CTE & LDC

Overview
The Integration year report focuses on an important step of the assessment process, when a

SAC can use what they learned from the evidence collected in an initial assessment to better

understand and make informed changes to teaching and learning. These changes might include

rethinking curricula, changing teaching methods, adjusting learning goals, providing support

systems, and considering co-curricula. The ultimate goal is to implement changes that result in

equitable improvements to student learning. Only in a reassessment year will the SAC

investigate whether those changes resulted in improved student learning. By taking a year to

really focus on using assessment results to understand and improve student learning, the SAC

can take the time to develop an intentional and shared approach. SACs are then ready to

implement change and reassess to see if the changes result in improvements to student

learning.

The initial proposal and rationale is due by November 5th and will be reviewed by the LAC

chairs and Ann Cary, interim Dean of Academic Affairs. The SAC will receive feedback and a

response by November 10th in order to provide enough time for the SAC to determine which

option they will choose and complete the planning portion of the report in fall term.  If your SAC

is unable to complete it in fall, please fill out the planning section when completing the final

report in spring.

Submission checklist
● Proposal due by November 5, 2021

● Response and feedback from Academic Affairs received  by November 10, 2021

● Plan section due by December 10, 2021. Note this is after the APU/ADU is due. Respond

to questions 3A. Assessment Reports with information you will include in your plan.

● Full report due by June 24, 2021 (Please include all attachments such as artifacts created

and documents that will help for a full review of materials that represent the work)

● To submit each phase of the report, please email it to learningassessment@pcc.edu



Proposal Section: To be completed and submitted by November 5, 2021
SAC Assessment Contact:

Name e-mail

Pam Kessinger pkessing@pcc.edu

What SAC do you represent?
Library

What initial assessment would you like to focus on? Briefly describe what you learned
from the initial assessment (data analysis or evidence) that the SAC will use to inform
changes to teaching. [This could be a copy/paste from your initial assessment report.]

“The reassessment methods (assignment and rubric) had no change from the initial assessment, so
we can actually compare apples to apples when looking at student responses. While a bit surprising
considering our changes to instruction, the results are not markedly different in the reassessment.
Because the tool (assignment and rubric) remained fixed, we couldn’t adjust the prompts or clarify
the rubric, and we feel this influenced our results. We also recognize that source evaluation is one of
the more challenging learning outcomes and these results reinforce a need to continue evolving the
curriculum. . . . Since it’s an independent exercise that may feel like an add-on activity at the end of
the course, we are concerned it’s not a good tool to tell us whether they are putting thought into
source evaluation. We also see a need to introduce the assignment with more context for students
and emphasize the value of the exercise.” (From 2020-21 year reassessment report).  Because the
reassessment did not result in the changes to student achievement we expected, we will reevaluate
our tool and work to evolve the LIB curriculum to enhance how students engage with the curriculum.

What is your goal for an Integration Year?
Enhance and amplify student achievement by focusing on teaching practices; learn if there are
more equitable and culturally responsive practices we can infuse into the LIB courses. Conduct an
audit of learning outcomes for LIB courses and the current definitions of student achievement.
Activities could include: focus groups, case studies, and surveys..



Briefly describe what potential changes to the teaching process the SAC would like to
focus on. [Specifics can include the parts of the teaching process that the SAC wants to
focus on and how these changes might address the achievement gaps identified in the
initial assessment. Changes might include revising curriculum, changing teaching
methods, adjusting learning goals, integrating additional learning supports, and
considering co-curricula.]
Revising content, learning goals and learning supports for LIB 101.

The LIB SAC would like to focus on understanding student learning and ways other discipline faculty
perceive information and research to gauge where our teaching can have optimum value and impact.
We would also like to focus on how to create a more culturally responsive curriculum and ensure
equitable practices are being implemented in LIB courses.  Through the use of focus groups, case
studies, surveys, and existing research, we see potential to adjust the timing and modality of our
courses, the content we cover, how we contextualize content, and who we might partner with to
create LIB courses that will promote or enhance equitable student success.

After this analysis we anticipate significantly revising the curriculum and developing shared teaching
practices.

*Stop! Submit via email to learningassessment@pcc.edu to be considered for the pilot. The SAC will
receive feedback and a response from Academic Affairs by the end of Monday, November 10, 2021.

The planning section that follows is to be completed and submitted by December 10, 2021.

Planning Section: To be completed and submitted in Fall Term

In general terms, describe the integration project plan for the year.  What are the SAC’s
preliminary plans for changes to teaching? What steps will the SAC take to carry out the
project?
In Winter and Spring terms of 2022, LIB instructors will use portions of the Information
LIteracy Reflection Tool (ILRT) to gather input on the ease and effectiveness of that approach
for both students and instructors.

In addition faculty teaching LIB 101 will try new teaching approaches and adjust curriculum,
as informed by the assessment results:

● Capture why students take LIB 101, and look at achievement data.
● Survey students about the efficacy of peer-to-peer feedback on their work
● Audit and action plan for culturally inclusive teaching practices in LIB 101
● Examine equitable grading practices
● Scale the content better to a 1-credit course

mailto:learningassessment@pcc.edu
https://ilreflection.org/
https://ilreflection.org/


What questions about student learning did your initial assessment bring up? How do you
hope your proposal will impact student learning? [For example, what gaps in student
learning might your plan address?]

Previous benchmarks and results showed students had superficial engagement with the content
about source evaluation; making the content more culturally relevant to increase student
engagement; also, asking students for their input on the material  We hope that using the ILRT will
surface what students are most interested in learning in the course in order to adjust the
curriculum to be more relevant and engaging towards their interest while covering the course
outcomes.

What course(s) or part of the curriculum will your integration year focus on? Why have
you selected this focus?

We will use the Information Literacy Reflection Tool for students enrolled in LIB 101 and from other
course integrated library instruction sections to gather how students perceive their information
literacy skills and what they see as most relevant.  Having students reflect on their skills and
experiences with information literacy provides a way to engage students to learn other information or
different perspectives based on where they are at.

How will faculty be involved in the project? Who needs to be involved? [It is important
to engage a significant portion of the faculty who teach the course(s). The working
assumption here is that for systemic changes to teaching to take hold, there needs to be
involvement from faculty in the development of new teaching practices.]

All LIB 101 instructors, and most all of the librarians teaching course-integrated library instruction
sessions will be involved.  Additionally, we are considering how to involve past students and
instructors.



What resources or additional learning will you draw on in order to carry out your plan?
[For example: consult with the Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence, readings,
research, professional development, expertize, experience, data collection or analysis]
Readings and possibly seminars/webinars on:
Equitable grading practices
Open pedagogy practices

Reviewing how other colleges are incorporating parts of (or the whole of)  the Information Literacy
Reflection Tool

What specific changes to teaching does the SAC anticipate making this year? Describe
the parts of the teaching process the SAC wants to focus on and how these changes
might address the achievement gaps. [For example, revising curriculum, changing
teaching methods, adjusting learning goals, integrating additional learning supports,
and considering co-curricula.]

Using open pedagogy, with instructors as co-learners, students either on their own or working
in small groups, select sources and devise ways to evaluate authority of sources, sharing
their strategies and criteria, and then after reflection, revise their approach.

With ongoing reflection and practice, students will bring their own perspectives and life
experiences to the evaluation of sources, surfacing their own understandings and strategies,
and then through course content and collaborative learning, deepen their analysis.

The LIB SAC would like to explore other tools for in-real-time, ongoing evaluation of student
learning, and use data of shared learning objects such as tutorials and videos. We would like
to test out Springshare’s product LibWizard, especially as combined with the Information
Literacy Reflection Tool, an established self-assessment measure.

Your LAC coach is available to help with any step.  What might you need help with
moving forward?

They have been very helpful, and we will continue to ask as we move forward.

https://ilreflection.org/
https://ilreflection.org/
https://www.springshare.com/libwizard/
https://ilreflection.org/
https://ilreflection.org/


*STOP*  This concludes the planning portion of the form.

Please save this document and submit it to learningassessment@pcc.edu by December 10, 2021.

In the spring, complete the reporting section that continues on the next page.

mailto:learningassessment@pcc.edu


Integration Year Report 2021-2022

Now that you have carried out the Integration Year plan, please report on the progress made by
responding to the prompts below.

On completing the form, please email it to learningassessment@pcc.edu.

If your SAC was unable to complete the planning section, above, during Fall Term, please fill that section
out before completing the following end-of-year report.

Were any changes made to the integration year plan submitted in Fall Term?  If so,
please briefly describe them.

Please provide an executive summary of your integration year work; highlight the
changes the SAC has made to teaching in order to enhance student learning.

What are the SAC’s plans for sustaining this change in teaching? Looking ahead, describe
your next steps for the continued integration of the changes made this year. [If there are
any artifacts or work products the SAC has created and would like to share, please attach
or provide a link here.]



How will your work this year inform the SAC’s reassessment or assessment project next
year?

In general terms, describe the level of SAC involvement in the project. [For example,
were both PT and FT faculty involved?  Did all instructors or a representative sample of
instructors contribute to the development of the plan or changes to teaching?]

Identify any barriers to participation in the integration year work for the SAC. Describe
any external factors that got in the way of learning assessment this year. [For example,
funding, time constraints, cancelled courses, faculty workload, etc.]

Please explain how results and next steps have been shared, or will be shared, with
members of your SAC.



Based on your experience with the integration project this year, are there any areas that
you might want help with from your LAC coach?

Is there anything else you want to share with reviewers about your integration year
project?

Please submit your report to learningassessment@pcc.edu by June 24, 2021.

Submission checklist:

● Full report
● Attachments of artifacts or work products (optional)

mailto:learningassessment@pcc.edu

